The Safety and Security in the Digital Age Signature Program at Crofton HS offer school-wide exposure through coursework, field experiences, guest speaker opportunities, work-based learning, and career exploration. Students can explore the signature program regardless of their grade level. Signature Explorations I is a semester course, while Signature Explorations II is year-long. The program offers three pathways: Business Finance, Cyber/Web & Digital Communications, and Health, Safety, and Emergency Management—a fourth pathway, AACC Safety and Security in the Digital Age, will be available in Fall 2023.

The program strives to give students the opportunity of connection, not only the connection that makes theories come to life but also the human capital connection. The program relies on the partnership with business and industry experts within the Crofton Community and surrounding areas. This allows students to be exposed to and explore different career fields throughout their four years at Crofton HS.

Learn more at https://www.aacps.org/Page/8301